
  
 

 

 

Town Planner  
 

Location: Milton Keynes or Birmingham (with travel) 

 

Type: Full Time & Permanent  

 

Company Overview: 

 

Ardent is the UK's leading property consultancy for land assembly and compulsory purchase projects. We 

are Chartered Surveyors and Land Referencers, based in London, Cheshire, Leeds, Milton Keynes and 

Birmingham supporting projects throughout the UK. Established in 1992 to provide a 'one stop shop’ for 

land and property matters for major infrastructure projects, our client portfolio now stretches across the UK, 

covering high-profile transport, energy, housing and regeneration projects.  We support projects from 

scheme feasibility, throughout promotion and construction and in to operation. Delivery of land on 

programme and budget is at the centre of our approach, together with providing clients with a flexible and 

responsive service, and applying our wide-ranging experience to ensure project success. Over 25 years 

we boast a 100% success rate of obtaining compulsory purchase powers and delivering vacant possession 

of land on programme. Our services include: 

 

 CPO/DCO/TWAO project management  

 Acquisitions and land assembly  

 Scheme development  

 Consultation and objection management  

 Valuation and compensation  

 Land referencing, plan production and notice serving  

 Acquisitions and land assembly  

 Property acquisition strategy  

 Expert witness and Lands Chamber referrals  

 

Key Accountabilities & Job Overview: 

 

An exciting opportunity to join Ardent, in our growing offices in Milton Keynes or Birmingham specialising 
in major infrastructure projects for transport, utilities, regeneration and energy projects. Ardent are 
predominately a compulsory purchase, land acquisition and compensation focussed company wanting to 
expand our services to clients, offering to lead and coordinate the planning related elements of these 
schemes.  
 
We are seeking to appoint an ambitious and experienced Town Planner who has the necessary skills and 
drive to make a positive contribution towards enhancing our reputation as leader in the delivery of major 
transport, utility, regeneration and energy Development Consent Order (DCO) projects. We are currently 
the leading land advisors for DCOs having been involved in over 48 DCO projects to date.  Based in Milton 
Keynes or Birmingham, the job will also involve spending time in client’s offices, undertaking site visits, 
consulting and meeting with key stakeholders. 
 
We are looking for someone who is happy to go out and win work, build a team but also help out on the 
current DCO’s which will involve meeting with landowners, undertaking consultation events, attending 
client meetings and working with the environmental teams. There is lots of potential for consenting work 
with a number of clients and it is an area Ardent are looking to grow. 
 

 

 

 



  
 

Knowledge, Experience & Skills Required: 

 

The candidate will initially be involved in a range of exciting national infrastructure projects, working 
alongside engineers, environmental specialists and legal teams to deliver land and access to facilitate 
schemes. The candidate would be working as part of a large project team and will be fully supported to 
help grow this sector of the business and seek to win new clients.  
 
Candidate requirements:   
 

 Chartered MRTPI 

 Excellent understanding of Town Planning and how it operates  

 Confident and motivated to win work and build a team 

 DCO, TWAO or CPO experience desirable 

 Public and private sector experience desirable 

 Proactive and able to work with limited supervision 

 Experience of managing a team 

 Stakeholder and consultation experience 

 Experience of working on linear schemes, transport, energy, utilities. – not essential  

 Ability to travel to client sites and other Ardent offices  

 Enthusiastic and team player. 
 

Why Ardent: 
 
At Ardent we believe that we offer employees an unrivalled career opportunity rather than simply a job. In 
a fast growing organisation we train, develop and support our staff to grow and achieve the career goals 
they set themselves. There is no barrier to promotion. We are the industry leading team providing land 
advice to support DCO applications to improve the country’s infrastructure.  

 
Ardent is an equal opportunities employer and positively encourages applications from suitably qualified 
and eligible candidates regardless of race, disability, age, sexual orientation, transgender status, religion 
or belief, marital status, pregnancy and maternity. 

 
See our services page on our website at www.ardent-management.com for additional information.  

 
Contact Information: 

Should you be interested in hearing more about the position or wish to send your cv in, please contact 
Tess Haste or Kate Ramscar on Tessahaste@ardent-management.com or KateRamscar@ardent-
management.com  

http://www.ardent-management.com/
mailto:Tessahaste@ardent-management.com
mailto:KateRamscar@ardent-management.com
mailto:KateRamscar@ardent-management.com

